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ISTRODJJCTIOH 
As oarXy as 1912 the 6ulf coast tick, Aafalyeaimii aaetilatuffi 
Koehy was known to CFeate eondltions in tha ears of domostlc 
anlisRls conducive to screw worm infestations. The importance 
of this tick as a predisposing factor to screw worm infesta­
tions apparently was not realized, however, until revealed by 
the investigation of the recent screw worm outbreak in the 
south-eastern section of the United States. 
Farmers of southern Georgia have cited cases where flocks 
of from two to three hundred sheep were practically eactex^mted 
by tlMi screw worm during the progress of this outbreak. It was 
not uncomsum to hear of flocks that were reduced to less than 
half their original niaaber. 
Livestock farmers in general expz^essed the belief tbat 
ticks were the major cause of heavy screw worm infestations, 
and tluKt the screw worm would be of minor importance if the 
ticks were contz^lled. Their opinion was biased by the local 
conditions. 
Twenty-six sheep, from a flock of less than three hundred, 
were observed in Berrien County, Georgia, September £5, 1955, 
under treatment for screw worms, fhe cases were all in the 
ears and evidently caused by tick infestations. The z^tnge 
rider reported that forty head were up for treatment about a 
w«©k aarlier. This flock of sheep tras heavily infested with 
ticks at thAt tine. 
Considering the lack of care that rai^e sheep receive in 
the southeast, it becomes apparent why the tick is of such mjor 
ia^rtance in building up the screw worm incidence. Sheep are 
usually turned onto open range after being shorn in May, and 
receive no further attention, especially during th© suaaaer. 
Sheep were managed in this way, especially before the screw wora 
outbreak, fhas, through tick infestations the conditions becaBie 
optiotm for screw worm activity. This sanagement accounts for 
the fact that farmers lost so laany of tl^ir i^eep. The 
imajority of sheep owners in southern Seorgia sold their sheep 
on account of the heavy losses. 
The influence of the tick in the screw worm outbreak in 
the southeastern region was also shown by the Screw Wona 
Control division through its classification of the predisposing 
causes of screw worm cases reported in 19S5. Over fifty per­
cent of the cases reported in Georgia during August were listed 
as originating froa tick bite. The percentage was even higher 
in Louisiana. This estisaate is probably low since the tick 
operates under range conditions where many eases are never 
seen, while other predisposing causes such as surgical operations 
and injuries caused by dogs, and birth of young are asore likely 
to coBse tmde^the observation of the owner. 
As soon as the part the Gulf coast tick pla^f&d In the 
high incldenee of serew worm eases was realised^ its control 
was seriously considered in fne fight against the unusml 
activity of this wound-infesting fly, Cochlloayla aiaerleana 
Cushing and Patton* 
The sudden realiasatlon of the eoonoslc isiportance of the 
Gulf coast tick created a need for further infonaation on the 
aethods of control, fhe problem, as a conse^uenee, was con­
sidered froa every angle that offered a possibility of 
practical control. Winter-buiiiing of range areas, host 
eradication, and ear treatsent of doa»stic anissals offered 
possibilities as methods of control. 
In order to laake a fair study of t^ese possibilities, 
further information concerning the activities of this tick in 
nature was essential. Consequently, the life history, habits, 
and host and «»Yironmntal x*elation8hips of this tick in the 
field were studied in order that the infonaation might be 
applied in developing the control Methods. 
tl^he methods used in making this study under natural 
conditions are interesting since the data obtained at the labor­
atory correspond so closely with those taken in the field. 
The rainless periods that occuxrred in the spring and sunaer of 
1956 were such that the effect of the cliiaatie factors on the 
existence of this tick gave SOB» interesting results. This 
informtlon gave a clue to the najor causes of the restricted 
distribution of this species. 
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RIVIEW OF LimiATtlEE 
Publications on the Qulf coast tick prsvious to 1936 
ha^a reeorddd onlj a few observations on oviposition, en­
gorgement, development and longevity. Idsting of hosts of the 
iaaature stages has been somewhat limited. 
Bishopp (2) reports that this species occurs along the 
seaboai^ in the United States from the southern part of Soi2th 
Carolina to the region alcmg the Qulf of Mexico in fesais. 
Robinson (9) lists it as having been recorded from Mexico, 
Jaa»iea, West Indies, Colombia, Peru, Ecuador, Chili, Brazil, 
Paraguay, Uruguay, Argentine Republic and Patagonia. 
lonter and Hooker (6) record cattle, horses, dogs and man 
as hosts of the Oulf «K>ast tick. Hooker, Bishopp and Wood (5} 
add sheep, goat, and wolf to the host list. Bishopp and 
Bixson (2) add coyote, skunk and deer. 
J^shopp (1) records the taeadowlark, Stumella m^as red-
winged blackbird, Agelaius pfaoeniceus; Brewer*8 blackbird, 
Euphagus cyanocej^lus i jack 3?abbit, Lepus califomicus 
g^rriaai; and the quail as hosts of tb« nymph. Booker, Bishopp 
and Vood (S) add fox to t^e list. Bishopp and Hixson (2) add 
the Carolina wren, troglodytes ludovicianus. 
Bishojpp and Hixson (2} record the meadowlark, Stumella 
aaygna; bolmhlte, Colinug vlrglnlaimg? house wren, Troglodirtes 
aedon; towbee, Pipllo erythrophth&lmus t migrant shrika, 
I^ius ludoviciaougs gray squirrel; Sciurus nl^er niger; cotton 
rat, Si^K>ci&n hlspldus hiapidns; and sheep as hosts of the 
larva. 
Robinson (9) lists the following hosts as having been 
recorded from foreign countries: Parvus cai^estrisi Podineaa 
teggaixin; Hydroehoerus hydrochoarus; dogsj horses; cattle; 
Ganls asarae, Canis griseus; Mottora aacnlosa (?); «id 
Rhynch^tus 3:nifesoens. 
The biology has been studied by Lahille (1903), Hunter 
and Hooker (1907), Hooker (1908), Hevstaad (1909), Hook»r, 
Bishopp and Wood (1912), and Bishopp and Hixson (1956). 
&inter and Hooker (6) found that 5 to 8 days were required 
for the engorgement of larvae. The incubation period of the 
eggs ranged frora 26 to 31 days. Longevity of seed ticks was 
approximately five months. 
Hooker (4) found that the larva may engorge in 5 days and 
3Biolt in 11. The nymph eK^orged in 5 days, ^he maxiaura nuatoer 
of eggs deposited was recorded as 11,265. 
Hooker and Bishopp (7) state that this tick attaches in 
clusters and causes considerable irritation. 
Hooker, Bishopp and Vood (5) found that the larva may 
live 6 a<Matha in the winter and 112 days in the soBmr, Eng-
gorged larvae aolt in 7 days. Engorged nyraphs rsolt in 17 days. 
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The longevity of the adult was recorded as 388 da^. fhey 
observed that amtis^ occurs on the host. Females engorge 
as soon as 14 days folloving attaclraent and begin ovipositing 
as early as the third day after dropping. Eggs hatch as soon 
as 21 days after deposition. 7hey also observed that injuries 
in the ears of hosts* caused by the adult, are vulnerable to 
screw worm attack. 
Bishopp and fiixson (2} record the feiaale depositing 
18,49? ftggs* Larvae attach on the head and neck of the hosts, 
^gorged larvae and nymphs develop among vegetation. 
The investigations recorded concerning the Qulf coast 
tick have given a partial account of the field activity of 
the different phases. X)efinite information on sexual activity 
and engorgement of the femle has not been recorded. 
relation of climatic factors on the existenoe of this tick 
has only been surmised. 
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PIAS OP STtJEX 
Xa this lavestlgation the pl&n of study vas developed aa 
eaeh problem presented itself. The field investigation pre­
ceded and aeted as a guide in developing the study at the 
laboratory and experimental farm. The fonas extant in nature 
were studied at the laboratory as a coaplement to the field 
invest igation. 
This Investigation vas begun the latter part of September, 
1925 while the parasitic forss of the adult stage were still 
shelving considerable Activity; consequ^tly, field biology was 
neglected at the time in favor of the ear treatiwnt investi­
gation itoieh was the ia:*ifflsry object of the project assigned. 
ftm incidence 8tudy» pertinent to the ear treatisent investi­
gation, served as a basis, nevertheless, from which to develop 
the biological study in general. 
In seeking t}:^ natural interrelationship of this species, 
the fauna, flora, and topography of the range of the principal 
hosts were studied. The vegetative cover and soil conditions 
were of interest since they constitute the habitat of every 
phase of this tick. A knowledge of the habits and relative 
abundance of the hosts of each stage was sought in order to 
determine the host relationship. The relationship of the para­
site to the host was studied at the laboratory and esqperimental 
farm under conditions simulating those on the range. 
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natural adjustiaeiat of each biological form of this tick 
was studied in high concontrations in outdoor enclosures con­
structed in a plant association typical of the range of the 
princi^l hosts. In this arrang<naent the ticks were exposed 
to conditions characteristic of their natui*al habitat; conse­
quently, their adJustB»nt, de^lop»ent and longeTity was al-
a&at certain to coincide with that of those existing in 
nature. 
fhe clioittie factors were studied through ti^lr effects 
mi the tick environjsent and population in the field and con-^ 
firmed through conteaporary studies made under laboratory 
conditions. Records of the cllnRtic TOndltions were obtained 
from the United States Weather Bureeu and the experimental 
farm at Valdosta, Georgia. 
The tteadowlar}^ which was found to be the la^st important 
host of the iisffisture stages in southern Oeorgia, was collected 
nore or less regularly in order to detenaine tl% seasonal 
actitrlty and abundance of the {Mirasitlc foras of these stages. 
Sheep ranging in a pasture known to be h^¥ily Izifested 
with the Gulf eoast tick were examined at weekly and biweekly 
intervals in determining the seasonal activity and almndance 
of the adult stage. 
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APPARATOS 
The itppftratua uaed in the studj of the Oulf coast tielc 
WAS planned and developed to proiwte the efficleno7 of the task 
and still retain the natiural association of the parasite. 
Sheep vere used as hosts in all the studies of the para­
sitic iduitse of the adult stage. 
fo facilitate the process of infesting sheep with adults, 
ui apparatus which will he called an infesting stanchion vas 
devised. A diagra» of the top view is shown in figure 1. ^he 
mechanical .part of this device was built in the top of a 
portable rectangular fraiae having a clearance about eqiMl to 
the height of the average tall sheep. 
7o adjust it in this device, the M&Lxml was placed so the 
neck was between bars A and B and well forward so the front of 
the neck was in contact with bar C. Ear B v&s adjusted to take 
up the slack at the sides of the neck and bar D was swung 
around into position «ad fastened at the point i^ere & rested 
against the back of the neck. 
Sheep were able to stand in a natural position and readily 
adjusted theaselves to this apparatus; consequently, very 
little resistance was offered and interference with tiw infest­
ing procedure was practically nil. 
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Fig. 1. Infesting stanchion, top view. 
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Tha bead of an anlml retained in thia device was held 
above and in the center of the front part of ttie fraaework. 
A cloth, with an opening in the center, through which the 
aniaaal's head waa inserted, covered the frafflework to for® a 
platform around the aninal's head. The opening in the cloth 
was arranged 00 that it could be drawn cloaely about the 
animal *8 neck in ord^ to prevent the lose of ticks that fell 
or wandered away fr(»B the animal during the infesting process • 
In order to collect fully engorged females, a collecting 
stanehion was arranged* ^his device was constructed with an 
ordinary stanchion attached to a shallow box in such a fashion 
that the head of tl^ animal retained in the stanehion was held 
continuously oTer the box. The spaces on both sides, from 
the distal comers of the box to the top of the upri^ts of 
the stanehion, were inclosed with sheeting. 
Engorged ticks that detadied or were flung from an aniaml 
retained in this device, were cau^t in the box. Moist sand ai^ 
hay kept in the box simulated soa^what the mtural habitat of 
the engorged fesale, thereby abating its tendency to leave the 
box iinaediately after dropping. 
Feed was kept in the box and water supplied in a container 
on a rack as high and as far to the front as the animal could 
conveniently reach in order that the animal could be retained 
in the device as long as desired. 
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Bj this arrangement the aniiml was able to lie or stand, 
bat the freedom of the head, the ;^chanical aetion of vhioh is 
ordinarily instromntal in detaching the engorged ticks, was 
sog»what restrained. 
fhe outdoor enclosure which was the laost is{>(»>tant asset 
to this stttd^ was constructed with four glass window panes 8" x 
12** set in the soil in such relation tlmt the edge of pane 
number one was in conjunction with the side near one end of pane 
number two. opposite end of pane nua&er two was adjusted 
in the samsi fashion against the side of pane number three, and so 
on mtil each of the four panes stood in the same reHe tiye 
position to each other, forming an enclosure approximately * 
foot square, "^be vegetation within was not disturbed in setting 
up this enclosure. 
fhe panes of this enclosure were fitted together so closely 
that escape at thsir juncture by any form of this tick was 
is^ssible. A ridge of white petrolatum was i^mnted along the 
rim of the onelosure to pretrent escape by crawling over the 
glass walls. The vegetation that grew to extend over the walls 
was kept cut back in order to counteract that avezme of escape. 
1!his arrangwaent goes without criticism for study of the Gulf 
coast tick under natural conditions. 
Outdoor studies were also zmde in wide mouthed bottomless 
fxnait jars covered with sheeting and 25 mra. and 16 m. glass 
tubing which were also inclosed with sheeting. These glass 
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instruBentfi wer« set In the soil among vegetation. Vegetation 
was also enclosed by the container. The condensation of 
moisture on the inside of these containers was favorable to 
longevity but mny larval specioens drowned in positions where 
the ooisture condensed &nd remined for several days. 
The medium sised stender dish was used in indoor studies 
on oviposition and incubation. This chamber was prepared for 
the replete feaale by filling it to a depth of about ft quarter 
of an inch with sand which had been scalded and washed free of 
organic matter. The sand was kept moderately sKiist with dis­
tilled water. The lid of the vessel was kept in place in ordea* 
to retain a high humidity. 
The device used in the laboratory for developmental stitdies 
was the sane as that described and figured by Hixson (Sj, with 
one exception. Cloth covered one-hole corks were used, instead 
of cellu-cotton plugs, to ino3Lose the aniaal c^aaiser. Hence­
forth this device will be referred to as a sand husidor. 
The ^ adowlark was used as tim host in tbe studies of the 
engorges»nt of the iasiature stages. Hardware cloth cages 7^ x 
8" X 9® mounted over baking Tsap.s iJ** x 9* x 15* were used to 
retain tlw hosts for studies of the engorgement of the iBsnature 
stages. 
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PROCEDIKl OP IHVESTIQATION 
fhe basis of th« procedure used in this Invettigation 
evolved froai a study of the adult forms of the 6ulf coast 
tick on sheep at the close of their active season in 1935. 
fhe ki^wledge of this association led to the subsequent study 
of the range of sheep which yielded, after an extended study, 
a fairly coaplete perspective of the biological relationship 
of this species in nature. 
fhe study of the cover and topography of the range was 
the first step toward arranging a set-up to study the extant 
foms of this tick under natural conditions at the laboratory. 
5o study the activity and oviposition of the replete female 
exposed to the same conditions as those in nature, the outdoor 
enclosure was arranged. Other scheises of study were developed 
in a similar fashion. 
In order to study the normal activity of the engorged femle, 
replete feaales that detached of their own accord were obtained 
by placing a sheep infested with engorging ticks in the en-
gorgment stanchion. Replete females were resKJved froa the box 
of the engorgement stanchion and dropped into an outdoor en­
closure for observation. 
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Iix order to prevcmt unnecessary disturbance of the natural 
cover in mking obserrations on oviposition nxoA incubation in 
the outdoor enclosures, several schemes were used. In eases 
where oviposition occurred in an open place, observations 
could be made without any derangeioent of the vegetation. When 
this was not the case, the time required for preoviposition 
and incubation combined was ascertained by <^termining the 
beginning of host-seeking activity of the newly emerged larvae. 
By this i^thod, the conditions imder idaich the engorged females 
adjusted themselves were not disturbed. For sKire detailed 
study of females ovipositing under cover, the activities of 
feauales, exposed to view in stender dishes, were used to gauge 
the observations of those in the outdoor enclosures. 
To deteraine the beginning of host-seeking activity of 
larvae, the hand was placed among the vegetation. Active 
larvae coming in contact with ths hand cling readily to its 
surface. 
The native hosts of the imEoature stages of the Gulf coast 
tick were determined by collecting and examining vertebrate 
animals that 8h<nred ground inhabiting-tendencies. 
Collections and examinations of possible hosts were made 
in the following mnner; As soon as an animl was taken it 
was placed in a paper bag of suitable sise which was folded 
and creased from the top until the space within was filled 
with the specimen; then, a rubber band was placed aroimd the 
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bag to hold the folds In place imtll the specimen was examined 
at the laboratory. Hotes pertaining to the collection were 
written on the paper bag. 
In collecting the i^adowlark, the feathers were picli^d 
from the head and neck as soon as the bird was tal^n. If the 
specisen was found infested, the head was segregated from the 
body at the base of the neck. Each part was placed imtitediately 
in a separate l»g and reserved for further e:icaBdnation. After 
it was found that the head and neck of birds bore the entire 
infestation, the examination of the body was discontinued and 
only the portion known to carry the infestation was reserved 
for exaoination. A quarter-pound size paper bag was used for 
this purpose. 
A systesiatic exaadimtlon of each specimen was i^de at the 
laborato3?y by tearing the imper bag until the entire Inside 
surface was exiK>sed. fhen, the inside surface of the paper bag 
and the enclosed specimen we3:>e thoroughly searched. All ecto­
parasites were placed in an oiwn dish of alcohol for 
determination and cotmting. The species of tick, number in 
each stage of development, state of engorgenent, the host, the 
date and locality of collection ware recorded. In the case of 
the meadowlark, the flock or specific locality from which thm 
particular specimen was taken was recorded. 
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Field BtudieB of individual infestation, habits and abund­
ance of each native host were laade in order to determine the 
relative importance of each species as a host. 
The seasonal activity and abtmdanee of larvae were deter­
mined collecting and examining neadovlarks at irregular 
times during biweekly intervals. 
The study of the host-seeking activity of the free para­
sitic larva was mde in outdoor enclosures, stender dishes, 
and open vegetation at the laboratory. Their reaction in the 
presence of a host was observed in closed and open environawntSy 
The dispersion of the larvae from an egg mass was studied in 
open vegetation. 
In the dispersion study, a mass of hatching eggs was 
placed on the soil beneath a normal growth of native vegetation 
and the distance of adgration was noted at various intervals. 
The determination of the extent of migration was made by locat­
ing larvae at various distances away from the point where 
hatching occurred. 
Longevity studies were made in outdoor enclosures, bottom­
less fruit jars and glass tubing. Th» larvae were observed 
at weekly intervals from the time the eggs began hatching 
until the study termlxmted with the disappearance of the last 
survivors. 
Birds were infested in the laboratory by placing larvae 
on the feathers of the crown of the head. As soon as the 
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larv&e disappeared amons the featlwrs, the bird was returned 
to its cage. The number of larvae with which aieadowlarks were 
infested ranged from relatively few to numbers ranging between 
three and four thousand per bird. 
Engorged larvae were collected from the water below the 
host twice daily and placed in the sand humidor in groups of 
100 for develoiawint. 
The free parasitic nymph was studied in the same manner 
as that given for the larva with a few exceptions. The aouciimm 
number of nymphs placed on the meadowlark ranged from to 
125. Ingorged nymphs in aggregations of 25 to 40, depending 
on the size of the animal chamber, were placed in the sand 
Immidor for developmfflit. 
The host-seeking activity of the free parasitic adult in 
the field was detenained by weekly and biweekly examinations of 
sheep ranging in a pasture known to be infested. The weekly 
examinations were made when the activity was at its height. 
Activity in vegetation was observed in outdoor enclosures at 
the laboratory. Longevity studies were made in the outdoor 
enclosure and the sand humidor. 
The habits governing the localized attacbiaent of the 
adult were studied during the infesting process. To infest a 
free animl, it was placed in the infesting stanchion. Ticks 
were placed in the animal*s ear with a camel's hair brush or 
by allowing them tc erawl directly from the animal chamber of 
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the 8 and humidor onto the enr. 
To cause the ticks to forgo th© tendency to crawl about 
freely, the ear of the animal was svung vigorously to and fro 
in a fasi^on siaulating the natural response of the animl* 
fhe disengaging force set up by this procedure caused the tick 
to eease crawling and cling to the hair of the anifflsl. Repe­
tition of this procedure deireloped a tendency in the tick to 
move in among the hair. J^om this f^sitlon the tick proceeded 
to attach of its own accord. Attachiaent could be promoted, 
however, by gently prodding the tick until it had penetrated 
to the skin of tlMi aniraal. fhe aniaaal was left in the infest­
ing stanchion from two to three hours to allow the ticks to 
becoBie firmly attached. resistance of the anisml to newly 
acquired infestations was usually ineffective if the ticks were 
allowed to becoiM firmly attached. 
Infested aniraals were further Infested by simply placing 
the free ticks aaiong those already attached. 
parmsitic phase of tiie adult stage which includes 
seacual relationship and engorgement, was studied by daily 
observations of infested sheep kept in a samll pasture at the 
exp^i3»ntal farm. 
Sheep were infested with feaiales alone to detersdne 
wl^ther or not the presence of the male was essential to en-
gorgenwnt. 
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1lh« period r«<q|uired for the male to reach eexu&l laanturity 
«as detez*mined by reaioving suailes from the host after they had 
heen attached among feaiales for definite intervals of time. 
Copulation and engorgenwnt of the female were the criteria 
on which evidence of sexual saturity was based. 7o determine 
the number of days required to reach sexual maturity, males 
which were allowed toifctach among femles were reisoved after 
two days. If the fesmles failed to engorge the anirail was 
infested with a new set of six or more siales i^ieh were allowed 
to reaotin attached three days. This prooe^re was repeated 
and the time extended to four days, then to five days and to 
six and seven days. Copulation was ja'OToked by alleging free 
femles to crawl over the bodies of the attaci^d mles. This 
sothod was used in determining the earliest period that mles 
will copulate after attachment to the host. 
Tim engorgemnt period of the female was detemined by 
daily observations made from the tii!% of attachment to the de-
tachirant of the engorged femle. The sexual status of the males 
in this study was known. This study mis made on sheep ranging 
in a small pasture. 
The study of engorgeauint was approached from thrae angles. 
Sheep free of ticks were infested with both sMiles and females, 
simaltaneously. In this case, eopulation was based on the 
position of the male. Sheep infested with mature mles were 
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izifestftd with femles. Copralati<m, in this ease^ vas observed 
at the ttBio of infestation. Sheep infested with infertile 
females wore infested with sein^uillj natiire raales by trffiasferring 
them from other animals. Mature males were induced to detach 
by allowing free feimles to crawl over tl»Bj, fhe transfer was 
made with a easel's hair brush. 
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LIFE HISTOEY MD HABIfS 
fhe study of ths life history habits of the Gulf 
GOftst tick in southern Georgia began the latter part of 
September, 1955* At that ti^ the larval stage vas at the 
height of its prevalence, the prevalence of the njroph was 
Moderate and the incidence of adult on sheep was comparative­
ly high although its noriaal host-seeking activity Imd al­
most ceased, fhis study was carried froai this point in the 
life cycle to its status in Beceahery 1926. 
Preovlposition. Ovipositicai imd Incubation. The en­
gorged feaale, during the preoviposition period, seems to be 
Bieehanically controlled in locating a place suitable for 
oviposition. Its iTOvenents are apparently governed by 
negative phototropic behavior. It ordinarily seeks a secluded 
position under vegetation. If the vegetation Is sparse, how­
ever, the female crawls about extensively and locates under 
bark or other objects offering seclusion, fhe engorged feamle 
aay burrow slight excavations in the surface of the soil 
occasionally. 
The length of the preovlposition period varies from four 
to six days, almost without exception, under conditions xxre-
vailing during the tiiss when the incidence of the adult on 
hosts in nature is sufficient for engorgement to occur to an 
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mppreclable extent. The length of ttils period, however, B»y 
be extended to enywhere from 7 to 58 days dep<mding on the 
temperature. The number of feraales engorging late enough in 
the year to coa»» under these conditions, however, is very few. 
Only one case h&B been observed in which oviposition 
began as early as the third day following detaei^nt. 
Engorged feaales invariably deposit their eggs on the 
surface of the soil lander vegetation, tree bark or other 
objects. Sometiiaes the eggs are deposited in shallow exoa> 
vations. 
fhe number of eggs deposited under optimm conditions 
depends on the size of the replete individual. An tmusually 
large femle measuring 18 x 15 x 10 nn. deposited 18,497 
eggs. Booker, Bishopp and Wood (5) record 8,000 as the 
averfige number of eggs deposited by this species. The 
fertility of the eggs is almost invariably ICX) percent. 
The length of the incubation period is conspicuously 
influenced by teaiperature • Even variations In vegetative 
cover within a small space my alter the tes^rature sufficient­
ly to cause a suirked difference in the incubation period. 
The incubation period normlly ranges from 19 to between 
60 or 60 days or it may extend through the winter to the 
following spring. During the season of noraal parasitic 
activity of the adult, however, the eggs ordinarily hatch in 
from 19 to 28 days. It is only during the latter pert of 
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September and th«reaffe«r ttoftt aggs requlpe a lon^r time for 
development• 
ftoe tia« required for engorged feaalea to complete ovl-
posltlon varies according to the temperature. Eggs hatch in 
the order in which they are deposited. The tiae required for 
one mass of eggs to Imtch is also dependent on the teaiper-
ature. I^e shortest period observed was six days. During 
periods of low tasiperatare range, hatching of a aiass of eggs 
aay extend over a period of a month or mcEre. 
Field (^ta give an Interesting study relative to the time 
required from engorgement of the female to the beginning of 
larval activity. The presence of both tlM male and female on 
the l30st was used as a criterion to engeo^gement i^ich, uMer 
field conditions, closely follows female attachment, the 
appearance of larvae on the meadowlark is used as the criterion 
of larval activity, corresponding increase in incidence 
of tx>th phases is illustrated in f igtire 2. The data on which 
this figure is based are given in Tables 1 and II. Table I was 
prepared from data on the tick incidence on thirty head of 
sheep each of which was examined on the dates shown in the 
table, 
The percentage of animals infested with both males and 
females began to show a definite increase the fourth week in 
June. The incidence rose from 25 percent to 37 percent to 73 
percent during the period tr<m Jime 9 to July 7. The 
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Fig. 8. Percentage of sheep infested with both sezes of the Gulf 
3oast tick and percentage of rieadowlarks infested v^ith larvae. 
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TABffi I. mJM AMD PSIALE ISCII^NCl OP THE (HJI# 
COAST TICK OH 30 RBQULARLY ECAIHIIED 
SHIEP. 
Number of tieks Percentage ^ereentage number et 
Dat« axamined 
Hale Female 
"of animls 
infested 
with saales 
of aniaals 
infested 
with 
fei^les 
females 
engorging 
April 28 6 1 20 S 0 
mr 12 26 8 60 2S 1 
Kay 27 26 5 67 17 1 
Jima 9 42 16 90 2S 3 
Juna 22 42 16 97 37 4 
July 7 5S 74 97 73 46 
July 20* 118 165 100 73 lOS 
•Thlfl is a stuffiistion of data taken 
^uly XS and 20. 
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TABLE II. IHCREASE IH THE IHCIDENCE OF TM lARVA 
OF ffiE GULB' COAST TICK OH 1®:AD0WLARES 
IH JULY, 1956. 
Bate 
ejcaadned 
sHo. birdssPereantage 
scolleetedibirda ia-
t sfested 
: 2 
Ave. no 
per in­
fested 
bird 
.scalculated no. 
:of larvae cm 
:basis of one 
thundred birds 
July S-12 • • 7 O 0 
8 
1 0 
July 1S-20 
i 
s 
* 
10 20 2.5 t so 
July 21-28 : 9 78 10.7 t 8S1 
July 29-Aug. 
• 
5: 
• e 
z 
8 88 18.2 : 1S92 
s 
corresponding period in Jiily thows a like increeae ia the per­
centage of meadovlarks infested with larvae, these data are 
evidence that about one nonth, tmder field oonditiona, is 
required from engorgei^nt of the feiaale to the beginning of 
larval activity. 
Some typical examples of studies made under various 
condition# at the laboratory give evidence of the ox^inary 
and extreaies in these first phases of the life cycle. 
Two fentales that engorged July SO, 19^, vere placed in 
an outdoor enclosure. larvae froan these females were active 
SeptenSser 3. 
An engorged female that detached August 32, 19S6, was 
placed in a stender dish in the laboratory, ®gg® from 
this fesAle began hatching September S, e^raclng a period 
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of 22 d«;^. 
Larvfie from 8ev«n fea&les which were placed in an outdoor 
enclosure August 28, 1956 began to show activity September SO. 
Thousands of larvae were active in this enclosure by October 5. 
Of three engorged females that detached September 2, 1956, 
one was placed in a stender dish in the laboratory. This 
female began oviposit ion September 6. ^e eggs began to hatch 
September 25 and hatching was complete October 1. Another 
featfile was placed in a stender dish sunk in the soil in light 
vegetation, fhe eggs from this female began hatching around 
September 26, The last female of this group was placed in a 
stender dish under dense vegetation. The eggs from this female 
began hatching October 2, 
A female that detached October 1, 1956 was placed in an 
outdoor enclosure. This female began ovipositing October 8. 
Oviposition was apparently complete October 17. The eggs beg«a 
to hatch Sovember 24 and only about one-half of the eggs Md 
hatched by December 22. 
Three females that engorged September 27, 1955, were placed 
in an outdoor enclosure. One had begun to oviposit October 2. 
The eggs of one female which located in fairly light vegetation, 
began latching Sovember 14. The eggs of a second female were 
dej^sited in a slight excavation in the soil under fairly 
light vegetation. This amss of eggs beg^ hatching Kovember 
23. The eggs of the third female were deposited under heavy 
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vogetatlon. On January XS|, these eggs ver« still in the early 
stages of developesent. A few eggs from this nsass were placed 
in a stender dish in the laboratory. They hatched aboat two 
weeks later. The other eggs were transplanted in another oat-
door enclosure and were destroyed by mold. 
The difference In the developnwntal ti^ in the original 
enclosure was evidently due to tmperature varlati<Mia, The 
variation was caused by the illation of each aass of eggs to 
the direct sunlight, the soil and especially vegetative cover. 
The egg laass deposited by the first feaale was protected from 
the heat of sunli^t only by light vegetation; that deposited 
by the second fensale was px^ tec ted by light vegetation and 
the soil; that by the third was protected from the heat of 
the sunlight by d«ise vegetation and the cooling effect of 
the soil was not counteracted. 
An engorged feumle which detached Septexaber 29, 1^5, 
was placed in a sparsely vegetated enclosure* Qviposition 
began under a piece of bark October 5. The eggs began to 
hatch November 10. 
A female that detached Kovember 4, 1955, began ovi-
l^siting November 7, The eggs began to hatch Decewber S. 
This female was kept in tiM laboratory on moist sand in a 
small ointment Jar. 
Three females were placed in an outdoor enclosure between 
Soveatoer 4 and 11, 19S5. One of these began oviposition on 
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Hovember 8, and two others Noveatoer 11, The respective pre-
ovlpositlon j^rlods were 4, 5, and 6 days. The eggs did not 
begin hatching until the first week in April, 1936. 
One engorged fesmle placed in ari outdoor enclosure 
Hov^nber 16, 19S5, did not begin oviposition until Januarj 13, 
1936, Anothsr femle placed in the same enclosure Hoveaber 22, 
began ovipositing January 6, 
Other observations jnade on feaiale ticks in various 
containers such as fimit Jars, pill boxes and outdoOT en­
closures were in eommm. agreement with the data given above. 
IrfarvR. Newly hatched larvae congregate on the surface 
of some object near the remains of the egg mass end reaain ia-
laobile for a period of one to two days. Thereafter they 
ejEhibit a tendency to crawl about at irregular intervals. 
This is especially true during periods of relatively high temper­
atures . 
Larvae from one mass of eggs may migrate a radial distance 
of about three feet In the first ten days following hatching. 
An area with a radius of approxiaately six feet may be 
occupied within a month. This spread is due to Intenaittant 
activity which is accelerated by the presence of a host. 
During periods of inactivity the larvae are found 
assembled in flat clusters on the lower surface of grass 
blades or leaves of other vegetation. These ©lusters are 
usually located on parts of plants extending into open spaces 
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ttaong low vegetttfclon, at elevfttlone vaiyiBg from two to six 
IneluBS from the grotind. 
Antml odor la the stiiaulus which excite mgorged larvae 
to activity. larvae are usually found clustered on the under­
side of soae object. When they sense the approach of a host 
the forelegs are soon extended out around the edge of t1» 
object giving it a pubescent appearance. Host-seeking activity 
does not cease as long as the anlioal odor is present. Many 
larvae continue to erawl actively about and others wait in 
ssall clustersy with the forelegs extended, at teminal 
points on the vegetation. The larvae gradually return to in­
activity when the odor is dispelled. Larvae in closed glass 
containers show no activity on the approach of a host unless 
ttuB container is opened. 
Larvae cling tenaciously to any object with which the 
extended forelegs come in contact. One larva of a waltir^ 
cli^ter, on contacting a ^vlng object, may awing a chain of 
a variable number of larvae onto the object, fhey cling to 
each other in ttoe waiting stance. 
fhe Incidence of the larva on raeadowlarlas is shown 
graphically in figure S and also in tlas susmtarlsed data 
presented in fable III. The greatest incidence of t^ls form 
occurred from the latter part of July to the middle of Hov«Maber 
in 19S6. In 19S5 the incidence decreased in the latter part 
of Ifovemb^:* amA remained comparatively low throughout the 
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i a. • Biweekly average of daily maximum temperature and calculated number of 
Oulf coast tick larvae and nynpha per hundred neadowlarks based on 
collections made in 19r'5-'36. 
•TABLE III. IMCimNCE OP THE LARVA AND NYMPH OP THE GULP COAST TICK ON MEADOWLARKS 
:No. of • « Larra s Nymph iMaxiiauBi 
Inclusive dates sMrda st*erbent-:Ave .no. Max. sPercent- Ave.no. Max. Jdally 
1935-19S6 : examined :age of Jper in- no. tage of per in­ no. I temp. 
:birds sfested per Jbirds fested per Javerage 
ilnfested sbird bird tinfested bird bird : OF. 
Oct. 14-27 3 s 100 ! 32.0 65 
Sf 
f 0 0.0 0 
t 
t 80.4 
Oct. 28-Nov. 10 10 t 70 i 45.5 289 t 30 5.3 14 1 81.0 
Hov. 11-24 16 i 81 I 38.4 207 ! 13 6.0 9 t 68.2 
Nov. S6-Dec. 8 26 1 35 t 8.7 46 1 15 1.3 2 3 63.7 
Dec. 9-22 10 s 20 s 1.5 2 s 10 2.0 2 i 54.7 
Dee. 23-Jan.5 20 ; 0 t 0.0 0 s 15 1.7 3 t 55.8 
Jan. 6-19 21 t 5 t 1.0 1 J 43 1.3 4 } 70.4 
Jan. 20-Feb, 2 26 } 36 t 6.4 32 : 52 3.3 10 t 61.9 
Feb. 3-16 4 : 0 S 0,0 0 t 50 1.0 1 f 55.6 
Feb. 17-liar. 1 4 i 25 : 2.0 2 I 50 1.5 2 1 64.8 
Ifar. 2-15 7 : 0 : 0.0 0 s 86 2.7 4 « 70.4 
Mar. 16-29 2 I 0 f 0.0 0 I 100 5.5 8 s 70.9 
Mar. SO-Apr. 12 18 i 0 : 0.0 0 t 78 2.8 11 1 73.5 
Apr. lS-26 11 t 0 t 0.0 0 1 73 2.3 5 1 76.9 
Apr. 27-May 10 5 s 0 1 0.0 0 I 80 2.5 5 1 84.6 
May 11-24 17 I 0 i 0.0 0 t 24 2.7 4 1 85.4 
May 25-June 7 9 1 0 s 0.0 0 s 11 1.0 1 ! 85.3 
June 8-21 10 s 0 s 0.0 0 s 10 1.0 1 t 87.6 
June 22-July 5 - s { «•» K* J «. • - 1 91.7 
July 6-19 14 t 14 t 2.5 3 J 0 0.0 0 : 91.9 
July 20-Aug. 2 13 : 62 : 13.9 36 ; 23 1.3 2 s 91.2 
Aug. 3-16 11 s 64 1 13.9 42 s 18 3.5 6 t 88.6 
Aug. 17-30 1 - s  ^ » • im • t 93.0 
Aug. Sl-Sept. IS » J s J m s 90.3 
Sept. 14-27 8 t 75 s 45.8 124 1 25 2.0 3 i 90.7 
Sept. 28-Oet. 11 12 1 42 t 31.8 108 i 8 1.0 1 1 85.2 
Oct. 12-25 7 i 71 t 28.2 133 « 57 1.8 4 » 83.1 
Oct. 26-Hov. 8 20 1 90 s 13.6 105 1 15 1.0 1 J 77.1 
Hot. 9-22 17 s 65 t 12.9 44 $ 0 0.0 0 : 68.4 
Hov. 23-30 7 1 0 t 0.0 0 t 0 0.0 0 t 59.0 
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r<»maixilng existence of that generation. Lov temperature and 
deereaae in abondanee are the factors diminishing the 
ineidenee in the later periods, fhe smadovlark is seldom in­
fested in the field «ftien the daily aaxiasm temperature remlns 
below 65® F. 
abundance of larvae in the field was indicated as 
eongmratively low in the latter part of January, 1936* fhere 
was no indication of its presence in the siddle of March and 
its abundance was too low to shov an incidence on aeadowlarks 
at the md of the aonth. 
Ifhese data are supported by the disappearance of larvae 
in an outdoor enclosure in the latter part of MarcSi, 19S6* 
The eggs frtm which these larvae developed were deposited by 
two females that engorged the last week in September, 1935 
when the h€»t-seeiklng activity in the field had practically 
ceased, fhese eggs began hatching the second week in Hovenber. 
^^ou^ the correlation of these data it is deducted that 
parasitic larvae reaped the end of their natural existence 
in Sarch, 1936, thus indicating that about fo\xr isonths was 
the length of life of this fora in the field <teiring the winter 
of 1935-36. 
Because of the decreased host-seeking activity at low 
teaperatures and its limited longevity, the pirasitic larva is 
of comparatively little importance to the propagation of this 
specie after the biweekly maximim temperature average falls 
below 65® F. This combination of circumstances is probably 
a faetor in restrleting the dlstributloa of tho ^ ulf eoast tick 
to th« south, 
Ohsorvatione of larvae at the laboratory resulted in data 
that supplied sc^e definite infoxmtation on the l<mgevity. 
7*0 to tlsree hozidred larvae from eggs that began hatching 
September S, 1936, Imd decreased in numbers the second week in 
November• Only one larva was present the first week in 
Decei!ft>er and it had disappeared by the TOCOM week of that 
month. 7his study was made in an outdoor enclosure. 
Larvae, from the eggs of seven females that began to hatch 
tlm last week in September, 19S6, had decreased in number to a 
Btarked extent by the third week in Pecflaaber. fhis study vas 
Bttde in an outdoor enclcwure. 
lArvae from eggs that passed the winter and began hatch­
ing the first imek in April, 1936, were present in large 
mmbers at the end of the third week of that Busnth. 7he nunlier 
had decreased to relatively few by the first week in Ray. Two 
larvae were present tl» last week inMay. "^ese had disappeared 
by tt» first week in June. So larvae were found on meadowlarks 
collected during this period. 
Larvae retained in closed Jars and tubing, located out­
doors, endured longer than those exposed directly to the 
environmental changes in the outdoor enclosure. Beis'esentatives 
in the jars and tubing persisted longer tlwn five months. MX-
thmi^ these larvae had gradually decreased during the preceding 
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l^riod, th« temination of this stud;sr was caused hy tlw top 
soli drying out la th« containers during the third week of 
April, 19S6. 
liiarvae frcm one mss of eggs that began hatching the 
first week in Soveanber, 1935^ were placed in a cloth covered 
bottomless fruit Jar Kowsl>er SO. The surrlTlng representatlTes 
of these larvae had perished by the fota-th week in April, 19S6. 
One Biass of hatching eggs were placed in a tube October 
51, 1935. Iiarvae from these e^s persisted txntil the third 
week in April, 1936. 
larvae attach primarily about the occipital region of 
the head and in and around the ears of biz>d hosts. Attachaient 
aaiy occur, however, on any part of the head and neck. Larvae 
attach on the head and neck of ntfUBsials. In rodents, attachnent 
is »08t cOTOon around the eyes. Larvae attach on the face near 
the mtzzXe of young ruiBlnants. 
process of engorgement la gradual until the larva is 
about half engorged after which it becones replete in a 
eoa^iaratively 8h£»>t tine. The time required for engorgesient 
varies from S.S to 7 days. Records of the engorg«»^nt period 
on the meadovlark are given in Table IV. Bngorgeirant occurs 
within the saaw range cm the roof z^t, cotton rat, bobwhite, 
and the English house sparrow. 
Detachaent of the cHigorged larva occurs BK>st frequently in 
the early iMo^t of the s^rnlng and the latter ^krt of the after-
TAIEE IV. BmORGEMEHT PERIOD OF tm lARVA OP THE OtJLP 
COAST TICK OH MEADCRLAIES, 
D«t« inf«ated 
Bumber of «ngorged liirtrii# <X»tfiehing 
da?* following lnf#«tfttlon 
: PtzBtb«r 
t d«t»eMiiK $ iS-1/2 4 >4-1/2 t 5 a^i/2 6 ; 6-V» s ^ s A«lf« s P.M. 
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noon under eage conditions. Field studies also indicate that 
detaebsent occurs laost frequently in the morning and afternoon 
while the host Is feeding. 
fhe sa^ority of nyraph Infestations on oeadovlarks are 
single or exhibit different stages of engorgement; thus, indi­
cating that engorged larvae are veil distributed. Sosm nyaphal 
infestations, vith several nye^hs in the sa^ state of en­
gorgement, indicate that larval detachaient occurs while the host 
is stationary in raany cases. Of 95 meadovlarka infested with 
the nyaph, 48 were infested with only one, 16 with two, nine 
with three, nine with four, four with five, three with slat, 
one with eight, one with nine, one with ten, one with eleven, 
one with fourteen and one with nineteen. 
As soon as engorged larvae drop from the host, they begin 
crawling soiong the lower stratum of vegetation in search of a 
place to locate for develoi^mt. Saall secluded crevices such 
as spaces between the sheath and stem of grasses, curled grass 
blades and other small spaces formed near the ground by 
adjacent vegetative growths are locations in which the quiescent 
larvae are most coma^nly found. 
Tbm engorged larva is glued to the surface on which it 
becon®8 quiesc^t by a body secretion, fhis prevents the 
quiescent larva from being dislodged by wind and rain. 
-4^ 
XSnd9T temperatures ranging laetween 75 and 80® F., the en­
gorged 3Jirva usTially beoosies quiescent within two days* At 90^ 
F., it iMcoBWs quieseent within a day following detaohsmnt. 
fhe quieseent larva will complete developwnt in an environaiMat 
in whieh the newly emerged nymph will perish in less than a 
week, fhe skin whieh beeomes rigid cuid covered with a wax-
like substance seems to aet as a protective eoaty preventing 
excessive evaporation even in z*elatively d:i^ enviroxoaents. 
l^orged larvae develop to th» nyaphal stage and emerge 
in six days following engorgement at a constant temperature of 
98® F. Under ordinary conditions, it requires from 9 t© 12 
days. Low tem|M»ratures decrease the speed of developnsnt of 
engorged larvae. Following are some representative studies on 
the development at different periods. Quiescent larvae were 
observed from time to time in these studies and even after 
aya^ihs became active in some eases. 
Chae hundred and forty engorged larvae were placed in a 
bottoadess fruit Jar December 6, 1935. Four nympha were active 
February 10, 1956. 
Fifty engorged nymidis were placed in an outdoor waclosure 
October 21, 19SS* One nymph was active January 15, 1936. 
Eighty engorged larvae were placed in an outdoor enclosure 
March 1 1, 1936. One nys^h was active A pril 9 . .  
•4.4" 
Tmo Jmndred imgorged larvae were placed in an outdoor 
enclosure in the last half of November, 193S. One was 
observed the second week in February, 1936 • Several i^ph« 
were active the first week in March and a fairlj large pro­
portion were active by the second week. 
Hymph. fhe nyaph is present and active during aliK>8t the 
entire year as shoim in the data represented in figure Z and 
fable III. The abundance wanes in the early suamer but is 
built up again by the new generation in late Bvam&r and fall. 
The parasitic nymph is probably the predoainatlng form during 
the winter i^nths. Its host-seeking activity is decreased at 
that time, however, by low temperatures. 
luring periods conducive to noraial host-seeking activity, 
newly emerged nyaphs exhibit a short variable non-|»ura8itic 
period, ^lis period usually lasts about two days under 
ordinary conditions. 
Hyaphs emerging in periods of relatively low temperatures 
rei^in inactive throu^out the duration of such periods. One 
imMred newly eatx*ged nyi^^ thatwere placed in an outdoor 
enclosure October 26, 1956, had shown no host-seeking activity 
up to peceaber 16. 5fhey showed activity, iKwever, when the 
plat of vegetation in which they were located was ei^iosed to 
the iMat of an electric light. 
fhe longevity of the nymph varies with the seasmi of the 
year. Five and a half months is the longest record obtained 
-4 5-
with thl« stage, fhe representatives in this study vent ttHrough 
a period of inaetivity. About four months is the normal length 
of life dxiring the season of host-seeking activity, fhe 
longevity studies were teroinated by adverse weather conditions 
in the late spring. Those retained in closed containers 
survived longer than those in outdoor enclosures. Observations 
on the longevity are given in the following data. 
Sixty nyaphs that eiserged from engorged larvae the last 
week in Hoveraber were placed in an outdoor enclosure. The last 
siiTVlvors of this group had perished by the last week in 
April, 19S6. 
fwenty-five nyiaphs that en^rged f^<»ii engorged laz*vae the 
last week in Hovember, 19S5, were placed in a bottomless fruit 
Jar. light still persisted at the end of the seeox^ week in 
May, 1936. These Imd perished by the end of the third week. 
Representatives from 15 nymphs that esMrged the last week 
in IfovflHBber, 19S5, pexmisted in a 25 mm. tube until the end of 
April, 1936. The soil had become dry during the first week in 
May and the survivors of this gpc^ip perished dio»ing Miat tiB«i. 
Representatives of SO nymphs that eawrged the first week 
in February, 19S6, survived in a 16 mm. tube until the second 
week in June. 
Representatives of 20 npuphs that emerged the first week 
in March, 1936, persisted in a 16 mm. tube until the first 
week in July. The last week in May all the nym^tis were alive| 
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th« third w®k in Jun« t«n war® alivej at the end of the fourth 
week ia June only five were alive. Soil in this tube did not 
dry out until the aiddle of June and it beeaae very dry in the 
latter part of that month. 
One hundred nyaphe that emerged the third week of March, 
19S6t were placed in an outdoor enclosure. The number had 
decreased considerably by the first week in May* Five persisted 
until the first week inJune, but they had perished by the ei^ 
of the following week. The death of the forms involved in 
this study was caused by the top soil drying out on account 
of lack of sufficiwQt rain, 
Hyaphs that eaerged the third week in August« 1936, were 
placed in a sand huj»idor said kept in the iteboratory. Members 
of this group had be^an to die the third week in October, 
Of the original fifty only three survived until Deceaber# 
Hyaphs attach on the head and neck of their normal hosts. 
The occipital and parietal regions of the head are the aost 
ce^on places of attachment on birds* On smamals attachment 
is apt to occur at any point on the head and neck. 
Ingorgeraent is a gradual process until the nyaph has 
develo|Mid to about half the replete dimension, after which 
]^pleti<m is accomplished in a cos^aratively short time. The 
nyaph ordinarily coaspletes engorgement, under cage conditions, 
during the night while the host is inactive. Detachment occurs 
to the greatest extent in the xaorning after tlu» hOidt becomes 
active. Regardless of the time of day the host is infested, 
the engorged fox^ begin detaching ttie ®omlng of the fifth 
day following as shown in Table V, 
Uympba in sa«ll infestations, coi^arable to those fotmd In 
nature, require from 4.5 to 7 days to complete engorgement. In 
unnaturally large infestations the range may extend to 9 days. 
BecoMs on the engorgemnt period of nymphs on meadowlarks are 
given in fable V, Infestations on birds in poor condition may 
also extend the time re<|uired for wigorgem^mt. Body fluids from 
the host my glue the engorged form to the feat2»rs and delay 
detachment .for unususlly long periods. 
After dropping, engorged nymphs crawl about In the lower 
stratum of vegetatlcm and locate In natural crevices formed by 
vegetative growth, where they become quiescent and develop to 
adults. The quiescent form of this stage is most commonly 
fouzui wedged between the sheath and stem of grasses and otlmr 
places in or near the crown. 
The engorged nymph become quiescent within two days at 9^ 
F. This period is prolonged by lower temperatures. In the 
quiescent state the engorged nymph is very resistant to adverse 
conditions. Bevelopaimt in the quiescent state is not hindered 
under conditions of low l^^uBldity which cause other forms of 
this ^ecles to perish prematurely. 
TABI® ?. EifGORGElElff PERIOD OF TEB HYMPH OP THE GULP 
COAST TICK OH IffiABOWLARKS. 
lluab«r of «jngbrge^ Ikrvft# d«tftciiliig dumber 
D&t« Infested 
6 t 5-l/i2 6 s m ¥ •i'-l/Si '•'r 8-1/gj •IT A.M. f Kit. 
December 27 - M. 
: 
l! a 121 4 
s 
{ 2 
t 
: 13 
1 
t 15 
January 8 -P.M. 9 2s 
• 
19 
2 
f 
« 
s 
! 
e 
28 
i 
j 2 
0 
February 20~P.M. 50 
I 
5f S2 St 1 
S 
s 0 
# 
« 
1 s 
• 
0 1 J 85 s 8 
# 
February 26-A.M. 
t 
as 
i 
3: 
2 5s 2 S 
* 
« 
s 
f 
13 
# 
: 4 
• 
February 28*P.lf. 10 8 s's 1 
3 
s 
• 
« 
t 
# 
19 J 7 
• 
Kareb 16 -P.M. 12: 
* 
32 7i 14 s 9 11 s 3 1 f 1 58 { 32 
loYeaber 17-A.M. 
i 
1* 
s 
9s 
0 33; 0 { 16 
« 
8 ; 
A 
2 6 t 1 63 i 14 
Hoveaber 17-A.M. 0 651 0 
t 
t 8 
1 
0 s 
* 
1 63 
1 
s 0 
Hovember 17-A.M. 
3 
9: 0 44; 3 J 10 
1 
1 I 
A 
63 
f 
9 4 
Deoeaber 1051 22 368; 34 |248 23 s 67 788 1 79 
Total W rm'tm 
s 
TO! 
f • • 
w 
: 
iWg 
; 3 
X 
ii 1 
t 
W 1 J 1 mm 1 TM 
s 
«1lhese dAts sre a stusBHttlon from @ birds 
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fhe engorgi^ ziyiaph requireB IS 6aj» to coa^Iete develop­
ment and a^lt itt 98^ F. In tempersttires ranging between 75^ 
and 80® F, develo|aaent re<|uires around 20 daye, 
engorging in the fall and winter do not cmterge as 
a^lte until the following spring. Thsrm ia no distinct 
difference in ths tisie required for the sale and feiaale to 
develop from the engorged npaph. Variations in the develop* 
nental time overlap in both sexes, fhe sex ratio is about 
equal. Of 869 engorged npaphs, 409 sales ^ d 460 fenmles e-
merged.- Observations on the developaental ti^e of the en­
gorged nymph are given in the following data. 
Six engorged nymphs were placed in a 25 mm. tube Deoember 
IB, 19SS. A male and a female had emerged March 31, 1936. 
Another mle was present April 9. 
Twenty engorged njnnphs were placed in an outdoor enclosure 
in November, 1935. One fully developed adult was found still 
in its easivia Kareh 6, 1936. 7he earliest adult activity was 
noted in this enclosure April SO. 
Forty nymphs were placed in a sand humidor February 11, 
1936, Molting began March 3 and was ecmplete the following 
dAy. 
Two hundred and forty-five nymphs that onerged Febx^ary 
25, X936, were placed in a sand l»midor for development. 
Adults began to emerge March 17. Bnergence was practically 
e^plete MazHsh 19. From one to tlixree in each of tlust five 
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ehambara had not amerged on the latter date. 
Eighty engorged njv^hs were place^ln an outdoor enclosure 
In the period from April 24 to 27. Adults irere eiiHirgliig May 
16, 
Three nymphs that engorged August 25, 19S6, were placed 
in a sand humidor under heavy vegetation. Adults had emerged 
by S«pt«aber 12, 
Adult, Adults begin energing from engorged nymphs the 
latter part of March and continue on into June, Thai aatjority, 
however, emerge in April and May. Hyraphs engorging in July 
and August emerge as adults in August and Septeaimr, thus 
establishing the beginning of a second g®neraticm» Evidence 
of a second generation was indicated in the incidence study 
given in Table VI. 
Adults that emerge in April and ilay do not become active 
li^iediately after emergence. They remain ijantobile at the base 
of vegetation for varying periods of tiae. They are usually 
found clinging to the steins of herbaeeo^is plants near the soil. 
Host-seeking activity of the adult stage is goveimed to 
a great extent by ti^nperature. The incidence of the adult on 
sheep began to increase and reached its peak in the latter imrt 
of June and early July, 19S6, and was suppressed in early 
October when the maxlama temperature average went below 90® P. 
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fbee sarllest reoord of the adult aa a parasite on the 
h08t was taken 4pril 17, 1936. An old emaciated ram was 
infested with three males, fhe mle precedes the feaale in 
l^st-seeking activity. Data showing this precedence is 
tabulated in Tables VI and VII. 
fhe incidence of the adult on sheep rose gradually from 
mid-April until the latter part of June, at which time it 
mde an abrupt increase as shown in figuz^ 4* It was also 
found difficult to induce laboratory reared speciasns to 
attach in l^y and early June. In July and thereafter adult 
specinens attached readily, fhese data indicate a non­
parasitic tendency when the te8Q)erature average is belws 90® P» 
The adult awaits the host in various positions anong 
vegetation. It is usually found iaaaobile, clinging to grass 
blades among the noraal growth. Proa this posititm adults 
become very active on the approach of a host, and crawl rapidly 
about in the upper stratum of vegetation directing the raove-
ments toward the host. Adults stationed near the top of un­
usually tall grass blades may remain iraaaobile with the fore­
legs extended dorsally and the second pair extended ventrally 
in an effort to contact a host. 
fhe longevity studies of this stage, under outdoor 
conditions, were interrupted by adverse weather conditions. 
¥he longest record made in t^e outdoor enclosure was established 
by a lone male that emerged the last week in March, 19S6. This 
Eainfall 
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Incidence 
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.-<• 4 Rainfall, daily maximum temperature, and incidence of 
coast tick on sheep in Berrien County, Georgia, 1926. 
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TABLE Vt. INCIEEHGE OF THE AD13LT GULF COAST 
TICK OH SHEEP RAMGIKG A 260 ACRE 
ROUGH PASTURE, 1956. 
il^o* animalssTleks p«r$ 
Bate of examizmtionsexanined saninal 
tper day* i" 
Nuaber of ticks 
naie : fenale 
s t m * • « 
April 17 • • 25 t .008 t 5 • • 0 
April &8 * 25 : .056 : 8 • 2 
Hay 12 : 25 s .069 : 17 : 7 
Itoy 27 : 25 : .107 • • 51 s 9 
Jwa« 9 : SI e e .154 t 59 « • 15 
June 23 s SO • * .112 • # 54 t 13 
July 7 : SO • e .526 • • 62 3 75 
July IS • 50 e « .655 s 47 : 71 
July ^  • • 28 e • .872 a '# 72 : 99 
July 27 28 .405 : 59 « e 40 
August 3 : 28 e • .165 « • 9 : 25 
August 17 : 28 • e .051 t 9 2 11 
August 26 t 27 • • .062 I 10 - s 5 
September 9 a • 26 « • .005 e • 1 : 1 
September 18 : 25 • • •018 3 0 a •- 4 
September 28 s 
« 
• 
23 : 
e 
• 
.05 t 
• 
• 
4 1 
i 
5 
*A7e. number of ticks accumilated per aniaal per 
day during the interval betwe«Q each exaiaination. 
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fABLE ?II. IMCIDENCE OP TBE ADULT COAST TICK OH 
SHEEP RANGISG A 520 ACRE WIHTIR-BUBSID 
PASTURE, 1956. 
tNb. anifflala 
Date of examination{examined 
: 
Tieks per: 
animal : 
per day* s 
Muaber 
mie 
of tieks 
s fenale 
April 28 
: 
38 .014 { 4 I 2 
Wmj 12 : 42 .0X9 { 6 ! 5 
May 27 5 55 .102 : 27 S 20 
<7une 9 s 55 .252 : 155 : 54 
Swm 23 ! 55 .227 I 64 s 41 
July 7 : 45 .516 s 118 t 81 
July IS s 55 .419 2 59 s 49 
July 20 : 4d •500 s 88 : 80 
July 27 s 59 .256 t 24 : 46 
Ai^st S : 43 .216 : 19 t 46 
August 17 : 37 .054 t 6 X 22 
August 26 : 41 .062 s 8 s IS 
Septenber 9 s 55 .048 : 8 t 14 
September 16 1 39 
: 
,GZ2, t 
t 
2 t 6 
«A7«. xmnber of tleks «eei2nul«t«d per anlsMid. per 
day dtirixig the interval between eaeh examimtion. 
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sal« psralstttl until Oetober 2, 1936, & period of six m^ths. 
K®©ord« on the longevity of the adult are gi-ren in tl» follow­
ing data. 
A sale and female that «nerged the third week in Deeember, 
1935, were retained in a sand ismidor. The male died the thizMi 
week in October and the female still persisted the third week 
in IMeestber, 1936. 
Fifty mles and fifty finales that onerged the last week 
in Maroh, 1036^ were placed in an outdoor enclosure. Only 
a relatively few en&ired until the first week in August. 
Only one tm.le was present August 20, and it persisted until 
the first week in October, 1936. 
Adults eserging in March, 1936, and retained in sand 
baaidors showed very little nwrtality previous to October. 
A very small percentage persisted until I>ec«Biber, tlms indi­
cating that about seven or eight BKmtlui is the nonaal length 
of life of the adult. 
!^e unattached adult shows a positive geotropie timdency 
both in D«getation and on the host. Its tendency to repel 
physical forces is apparently the most important factor govera-
ing its activity during the froe parasitic period. 
Adulta of this species attach almost invariably inside 
the pinna of l^e ear. However, it is not uncoaraon to find it 
attached on the outside of the pinna, on the neck, end to a 
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lesser extent at the baa© of the hom and oeeaaioimlly at other 
points on the anifflal. 
®ie natu3?al tendency of the animal to flip its ear when a 
tlek crawls <m the aenaitive hair Inside the plana is the 
factor causing the tick to attach there« The lapnlse set up 
by the tick crawling on the sensitive hair oatsses the anliaai 
to swing the ear to and fro in an effort to dislodge the pest* 
The centrifugal force set up by this activity causes the tlek 
to cease crawling and to cling to the hair in order not to be 
fltmg off the aniaal# %e ear reflex of the animal is re* 
pea ted each time the tick mkes a movei conseqtientlyir 
tick^bec^jes t^iet and stoves in aaong the hair and attaches. 
Although this host behavior is the dowinant influence ia»oiaot-
Ing attaciment. It Bjay be encouraged by ot^er factors* 
Attaehsent is ®oat likely to occiar adjacent to other 
ticks, abaoraal growths or folds formed by the tissue of the 
ear* Secat^e of this habit this tick usually attacSais in 
gro^* 
fhe male of this species must remain attached to the host 
fro® six to seven days before it becomes sexually mature* 
Seximl ®»turity is probably reached in the majority of eases in 
the early s«rt of the sevens day* *Pew mles can be induced 
to ©opulate in the latter part of the sixth day, but the 
majority can be Induced to copulate by the latter part of the 
seventh day* Sextaally mature males are stimulated to sexml 
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aeti-slty by oth«r tieks ©pawling among fcham. 
Th« sale renains attached in one plaee tls:*ou^»mt the pre-
eopulation period. If undisturbed its position »ay remain un­
changed for several weeloi. Mature oales nay clMnge ^ siticnui 
spontaneously, howev^er. On detaching, suture isales seek 
attached or free, fertile or infertile femles and take the 
copulating position. If disturbed before taking the copilating 
position, the sale iasediately reattaches to the host. 
In copulating the male clasps the body of the fenale, 
venter to venter, and inserts the bgrpostoae into the genital 
aperture. This position is held for a period varying froa 
ten to fifteen minutes. A si^rstttophore is left protruding 
from the genital apertuz*e of the female. It has been 
observed, however, that males may go through the copulating 
jp^oeedux^ without leaving evidence of the 8peraate;i^ore • 
Immediately following copulation the sAle reattaches to 
the host. In most cases the male reattaches to the host with 
the same position in respect to the female as that held during 
cosmlation. fhis position in msny cases is held until the 
female becomes replete and detaches. Sonm males, however, 
move away from the female to attach after copulation. 
Copulation is the factor regulating normal engorgement 
of the female. Horaail engorgement has been observed following 
copulation, but the resulting eggs were infertile. The males 
in this case were reBK»ved from the animal following copulation. 
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Eroa this observation it seems likely that engorg<iQaent is 
induced by soiaie substsnee that is injeetsd into ths fe^le 
during cojj^lation. 
Th» number of females that one male is able to fertilise 
appears not to be limited. One male was Tm&mi to have induced 
tim engorgement of six fesmles within a period of five days. 
l&iles reiaain attached to the host for long periods, fhere 
are records for as long as 69 days. A mle on one s1r»ep and 
three on another ttiat were attached September 24, 1936, wer« 
still attac}»»d December 22, 
fhe tiae required for engorgement of the female of this 
species shows very little variation under norsial sexual 
relationship. Engorgement is Indefinitely prolonged in the 
absence of the smle. fhis relation was first noted in field 
observations. Engorgement was noted to be coamon feaales 
accompanied by males end very seldom among lone feimles. fhis 
indication was proven to be correct by keeping izsfested sli^ep 
free of laales. One lone female remained attached from the 
latter part of October, 1955, until in early Januaz^y, 19S@, a 
period of approximately 70 days* This indication was also 
confirraed in engorgement studies as revealed in the data of 
?able VIII. A gradual process of engorgeii^nt B»y occur with­
out coj^lation up to varying stages but such forms always 
present an abnorml appearance. 
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Females ©i^org® in from four to eight days following 
copulation. The j^riod required depends on the length of 
ti»s !^e females have been attached to the host previous to 
copulation. Fernles that have been attached to the host for 
two days or more require only four to six days to engorge and 
detach following copulation, while femles mting at the ti^ 
of attachment require from six to eight days to engc»>ge ai^ 
detach. This study exposed the fact that the fesale also btts 
to undergo a developmental period of about two days on the 
aniffial before engorgement proceeds. Data relative to the en­
gorgement of the fmale are given in Tables VIII and IX. 
Engorgement is gradual in its progressicsi up to the inter­
mediate stage after whieh the females beeoate replete and detach 
in less than a day. From the first evidence of engorgement to 
detache^nt of the replete femle, 5.5 to 5.5 days are required* 
A very few engorge in 5.5 days. Those engorging in that tiiae 
usually detach Just before the beginning of the fourth day. 
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TAME VIII. IHBIVIIWAL EHGORGEMEHT RECORD OF THE 
FEMALE mw COAST TICK, WITH DELATED 
COPULATION, ON SHEEP. 
• 
* 
Cute Att*cb»dl:l>at« ot 
X9S6 tcopuXation 
• 
Detaehnent 
Dftte 
JDay# 
Jfollowlag 
soomlatlon 
Bays 
follow lug 
attaolaaent 
July 25 
: 
tJuly 29 Aug. 2 
: 
: 4 10 
July 23 I July 29 Aug. 4 t 6 12 
Aug, 1 sAug. 7 Aug. 11 t 4 10 
Atig. 1 lAug. 7 Aug. 11 : 4 10 
Aug. 1 5 Aug, 7 Aug. 13 : 6 12 
Aug. 11 sAug. 26 Aug. 31 : 5 20 
Aug. 23 :Aug. 26 Aug, 31 ! 5 S 
Sapt. 1 sSept. 7 Sept. 11 : 4 10 
Sept• 3 sSept. 16 Sept. 20 4 17 
Sept. 3 tSept. 16 Sept. 20 3 4 17 
Sept, 5 tSept, 18 Sept. 23 ! 5 18 
Sept. 5 {Sept. 21 Sept. 26 s 5 21 
Sept. 23 tSept. 29 Oet. 2 3 3 9 
Sept. S3 sSept. 29 Oct. 2 I 3 9 
Sept. 19 sSept• 25 Sept. 30 ! 5 11 
Sept. 19 :Sept. 25 Sept. 30 J 5 11 
s s 
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TABIM IX. IRDIVIDUAL EHGORGBSSNf RECORD OF TIE FEM&LE 
OF THE GULF COAST TICK 0» SHEEP, XHFmTED 
WITH SEXUAIXY MATURE MALES. 
Bate of attaehs»nt 
: s 
s Bate : 
: : 
Days following 
attaebmint 
Auguet 27 
: 
sSept • 
s 
5 t 7 
August 27 {Sept. S s 7 
Aoguet 27 iSept. 5 t 7 
August 29 sSept. 4 s 6 
August 29 zSept. 6 s 8 
Septesber 1 iSept. 7 : 6 
September 1 :Sept• 8 s 7 
Septejffltoer 3 sSept. 9 : 6 
Septeaiber S jSept. 10 i 7 
September 5 sSept• 11 i 6 
September 5 tSept. 12 : 7 
Septesiber 5 tSept• IS : 8 
SepteiHber 8 sSept. 14 J 6 
September 8 sSept. 15 ; 7 
September 8 :Sept. 16 : 8 
September a tSept. 16 ! 8 
September 10 sSept. 18 8 8 
September 14* sSept. 21 : 7 
September 14* tSept. 22 : 8 
September 16 sSept. 23 : 8 
September 25 sOet. 1 : 8 
Septei^er 25 tOct. 
$ 
S s 
i 
8 
«Chie anliBal infosted with 12 feiaaltts, & 
detached September 21 and 7 September 22, 
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LIFE CYCm 
Daring the preoTiposition period, which variee from four 
to six dmyBf the engorged feoale locates in a secluded place 
under Tegetation* The eggs are deposited on the surface of 
the soil. Eggs hatch in about £6 days following depositimi, 
depending on the temperature. 
lATvae usually await a host on parts of plants which 
extend into small open spaces among low vegetation. They be-
coins active in the presence of a host. The longevity of the 
larva noz^lly varies from three to four ninths under field 
conditions. Larvae become parasitically inactive when the 
BMixiBTOHB temperature remains below 6S^ F. fhc^ attach on the 
hsad and neck of the host. Engorgement normally requires frcai 
3.5 to 5 days. 
Engorged larvae wedge themselves into smll spaces formed 
by normal vegetative growth above the surface of the soil fc^ 
developiient. They i»Qlt in about 12 days depending on the 
tea^rature. Those engorgioig in the late fall usually do not 
molt until late winter and early spring of the following year. 
Syi^phs becoffis imrasitically active within two or three 
da^ following emergence. Host-seeking activity is delayedj, 
however» by low temperatures. Kymidas await the host in l(»i 
vegetation and move actively about in the presence of a host. 
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Th« noraeal longevity of the nyaph varies from three to five 
months depending on the season, Hym]^ attaeh on the head and 
neck of th« host. They engorge in from 4.5 to 7 days. Hysphs 
usually become z^plete during the night and detach t^ follov-
ing aiming. 
^^orged nymphs usually wedge themselves into small spaces 
in the crown of grasses above the soil where they become 
(|uiesoent and develop to the adult stage, fhey molt in ab^t 
20 days following detachmcBit, depending on the temperature. 
Those engorging in the late fall and thereafter do not Biolt» 
homver* until tlM lattsr part of March and in April of the 
following year, 
J^ee parasitic adults remain comparatively inactive dur­
ing early summer on the base of herbaceous plants. The male 
actively seeks a host earlier than the female. Bost-seeking 
activity of both sexes increased abruptly in the latter part 
of June and early July of 1936 when the mjtiiaum temperature 
average went above 90^ F. Adults await the host am(mg low 
vegetation. The nora»l longevity of adults varies fr^ 6 to 
8 months • 
Males becc^ sexually mature six days after attaching to 
the host. Males may remain sexually active on the host for 
extended periods. 
Fasiales do not engorge until after copulation. They re­
main attached to the host for an extezuled tine if unaccompanied 
by males, Femles engorge in from four to eight days follow-
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ixig eopulation. Feraales that attach two days or more previous 
to eopalation require only 4 to 6 days to engorge and detach 
after cOf^lation« Femalea copulating at the time tl^y attach 
require six to eight days to engorge and detach. 
The life cycle of the Gulf coast tick may be completed 
under field conditions in less than two end one-half mtmths. 
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SEASQHAL HISTORY 
Different stagea of the Gulf coast tick overlap to a 
considerable extent throughout the y«»r. Actually, moat form 
are in existence to a variable extent throughout the year. 
Using the extant forms of this tick, t]n» existence of the other 
foras of this species can be fairly acciirately derived. 
The egg stage cas» into existence after the mgorgeisent of 
the adult which begfloi in the early part of May, 1936; It linger^ 
ed alEKJSt two acmtha after the normal activity of the adult 
ceased in the latter part of September of both 1935 and 1936, 
There was evidence of eggs surviving the winter of 19SS-*56, 
but to a very limited extent. The egg stage was prevalent 
until Hovesber in 1935, In 1936, it becasje prevalent in late 
June. 
The larva stage succeeds the egg stage, mking its appear­
ance about a ^ mth later. It went out of existence in March, 
1936 and the new generation appeared tlM second week in July 
of the sai&e year. There was evidence that it was present to 
a very llaalted extent in April and May of 1936. The larval 
stage was prevalent from the third week in July to the third 
week in Kovexaber of 1936. Its prevelimee ended at about the 
same period In 1935. The engorged phase of the larval stage 
was prevalent until in March, 1936, 
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fhe njmph. makes Ita appearance alKtut two weeks following 
the beginning of the host-seeking activity of the larval stage. 
This stage gradually increased in alnmdance from early fall, 
1935 to early spring, 1936. It began a decline in abundance 
in late spring and its abundance beeasw very low in early Stey, 
bet it remined in existence until the latter part of June. 
The new genca*ation appeared the third week in July, 19S6, and 
gradually increased in abundance through the fall of that year, 
fhe engorged phase of the nymphal stage closely follows the 
parasitic phase in abundance. It becaiae raost abundant in 
jy^rch and April, and its abundance lingered into Hay, 1956. 
The adult stage is in existence throughout the year in the 
parasitic phase. It was abundant until the latter part of 
September, 1935. fhe adult began to increase in prevalence 
in early April, 1956. It beeaae the predominating form in 
May. Its almndance, hcnvever, was reduced to ali^st nil in 
th« latter part of July of that year. 
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HOSf RIIATIOHSHIP 
Sost 8p9cificity is not aubrked in any stage of the 6ulf 
coast tick, fhere are, however, pl^sical relatioxuihipfl that 
cause one host to be sore important in tlm propagation of this 
species than another. The abundance and interrelationship of 
hosts in range habits are Important considerations in this work. 
In southern Georgia n(»*iBal hosts of the larva Inclade the 
jaeadowlark, Sturnella magnai bobirhitef Colinus virginianas} 
eastez^i cottc»i rat, Sljgaodon hispidus hispidus i southern fox 
squirrel, Sciuras nlaer niger; field sparrow, Splgella pusilla 
s^sillag kid} lamb; towhee, Pipilo erythrophthalaais; southern 
gray squirrel, Sciurus carolinensls carolinensis; house wren. 
Troglodytes aedon; and the brown thrasher, Toxostom rufua. 
Incidental hosts to the laxnra include the laockingblrd, 
Mia»iS polyglot toss blue Jay, Cyanocitta cristata; loggerhead 
shrike, I>anius ludovlcianus ludovicianuss and the roof rat, 
Rattus rattus alexandrlnus. 
The nyaph has been collected from the meadowlark, 
Sturnella laagna; bobwhlte, Colinus virginlanus, eastern cotton 
Slg»Q<^on hispidus hispidus? southern fox squirrel, 
Sciurus niger niger; sheep; calf; house wren. Troglodytes aedon; 
towhee, Pipilo erythrophthalBius; white-throated sparrow, 
Zonotrichia albicollis} and the robin, Turdus migratorius. 
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The rank of ia^rtanee of the hoste of t2xe iwmtiire stages 
is derived froa studies and observations as given in fable X. 
fhis study is based on ind3.vidaal larval infestatioius and the 
eatiMated abtmdanee of eaeh speeies of hcwt. 1!he hosts not 
included in this table are of minor ii^rtance. fhe hosts 
represented in this table were colleeted betveen July 24 and 
8oveaber 20 in both 1935 and 1956, when the larva was known to 
be pz^valent. fhis period was chosen because nsadowlarks were 
heavily infested daring that time of the year. 
fhe abundanee and habits of the host are important con­
siderations in determining the importance of each host species 
to the iaaiature stages. Qround habits of the host are of 
pria»ry Imiwrtanee. Principal hosts spend considerable tii^ 
aaong vegetation in open areas. Incidental hosts usually have 
arboreal habits and sake very infrequent visits to grassland 
areas. 
Birds are move susceptible to infestation than iiara»ls. 
In the laboratory only a siaall percentage of tlm larvae placed 
the roof rat aM the cotton rat attached and coigorged while 
ali^st 100 percent of those placed on the madowlark, bobwhite 
and the English house sparrow attached and engorged. 
In ranking hosts of the iasature stages in relative 
ii^portance on i^e basis of infestation alone« and without 
consideration of host abundance, they are listed in the follow­
ing order: Meadowlark, bobv^ite, fox squirrel, cotton rat. 
fmm X, RELATIVE mPORTAHCl OF HOST SPECIES TO THE LARVA OF THE GULF 
COAST TICK, RATED OH ISFSSfATIOH AND MTIPATED HOST ABUHDAHCE. 
sHo.speeiiBens Percent Ave. no* Sstinaied t^siiiBated 
leauuaiiied of of larvae relative host jrelative no. 
Host slMitween July speeinens on in­ abundanee on lof larvae 
104 Is Hov.20 infested fested basis of 100 tengorged 
speelBiens poimlation tper host 
IfoadKMVlark 1 lis 72 25.7 100 
I 
: 1850 
Bobvhite 17 8S 11.9 60 t 597 
Cotton rat 
t 
I 2 100 4.5 26 t 112 
Fox squirrel 
t 
1 4 76 11.7 10 t 88 
M 
Field sparrow t 15 20 5.S 60 s 6S 
fovhee 
2 
s 6 60 2.7 20 s 32 
Gray equirrel 
} 
; 14 
•> 
36 2,0 SO 1 22 
• 
House wren ; 2 100 2.0 5 1 10 
Brown tlsrasher 
t 
t 2 
1 
1 
60 4.0 5 i 10 
1 
t 
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towbee^ house wren, brown fehraslser, field sparrow, grsj 
squirrel, kid, Isuab, calf, white-throated sparrow, robin, 
aockingbird, blue Jay, loggerhead shrike, and the roof rat. 
Ranked aceording to their laportanee as hosts to the adult 
stage of the Gulf coast tick in southern Georgia, tbe follow­
ing animls have been found infesteds Sheep, hog, goat, cow, 
dog, gray fox and mile. Ranked according to abundance these 
animls are listed in the following order: Cow, goat, hog, 
sheep, dog, gray fox and Hule. 
Several factors are instrusiental in the susceptibility of 
animls to adult infestations. In sheep, non-infested aniimls 
ordinarily offer considerable resistance to infestations. This 
resistance is set up by disengaging tim tick with the hoof before 
it becoffies firmly attached. Only a very smll percentage of 
sheep, however, are able to ward off the persistent effort of 
ticks to establish an infestation during the entire season of 
a^lt activity. 
Animals with deforsied ears, growtl^, or tick infestations 
in the ear are laore susceptible to attack than animals with 
noroal ears. Anlmls with these cox^tions are sel<^m without 
an infestation. One sheep examined July 29, 1936, for the 
first tiaui that season, was infested with a total of SSI Oulf 
coast ticks. 
Heavy infestations with the tick keep sheep in poor con­
dition and build up a condition in tl» ear which stakes the 
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ftnisml <9ulner&bl« to screw worm attack. In two cases out of 
three, screw wora cases resulted when approxisiBtely fifteen 
adult ticks were placed in the ears of healthj sh^ep* fhe 
two cases that became infested showed a gray escudate aaiong 
the ticks on which screw worm flies froa nature de2»>sited 
eggs, eamdation occurred among the ticks on the third 
aninal and as a consequence, no screw worm eggs were deposited. 
Infestations among the hosts of the larval stage increases 
in intensity with the degree to iftiich their range overlaps that 
of the principal hosts of the adult stage, fhe range habits 
of noz^l hosts of the different stages of the 0ulf coast tick 
in southern Oeorgia show an interrelationship that is ideal 
for the propagation of this species. Hosts ranging upland 
and unwooded lowland areas are the aost important propagators. 
AlthcRigh the concentration of tick population is in the up­
land regions, the distribution extends into all adjacent areas. 
Hosts of the Gulf coast tick act as agents which distribute 
the different stages to the different plant associations within 
an area. Si^eies that live ali^st exclusively in dmse arboreal 
or swamp associations, however, seld^ act as hosts. 
Sheep are the isost important hosts to the adult stage. 
They range in relatively small flocks which congregate at 
night on a emmon resting ground. Sheep feed in the aiming 
and afternoon, and rest during the warmer part of the day. 
Curing the period of the nomail activity of the adult tick. 
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sbeap select lightly vegetated areas for tilieir coamKm range, 
preferably wlnter-barned areas or those ta whleh tbe noraal 
growth of vegetation has been kept back by contiimal graslng. 
fhis choice of range restricts them to a eomaQn In 
warm weather yiey rest in damp shaded lowland areas during 
aid-day. fhis anissal z^nges to the greatest extent in upland 
areas. 
Swine are kept tmder mnge conditions in southern Georgia 
diiring the aajor part of the period of noraal activity of the 
adult tick. This anisial is not restricted in its range. Al­
though swaa^y areas are the center of its range, it feeds to a 
considez^ble extent in upland areas. Althou^ there is no 
distinct preferencey the hog seems inclined to range laore in 
areas of excessive vegetative growth. 
doats are not restricted in their range by feeding habits. 
Ti»y tend to graae to a greater extent, howeiwir, in lightly 
vegetated areas. 
Cattle have wandering habits but their ruige is also 
somwhat restricted by their tei^eney to avoid vegetation of 
excessive growth. 
Canine hosts are not abundant enough to be very important, 
but they are not restricted in their wanderings and nay be 
important in distributing the tick to distant joints. 
Equine hosts are of no ii^rtance in southern Georgia, 
aince they are seldom kept tinder range conditions. 
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Ttua mosLAcmlATk, which is tho raost isportsnt host to the 
iamtore stages, roosts in large flocks on a eoiBmem roosting 
groimd. Flocks have been observed tlmt contained between ^  
and 100 lumbers, ^e roosting grotmd is usnally charaeteriiied 
by fairly heavy vegetation in an open area. 
fhe activity of aeadowlarks is restricted to a e<»raon 
range. Ordinarily thsir linear range does not extend bey<md 
a mile, and the lateral range more than a half adle. Their 
range is characterised by light vegetation in upland areas. 
They prefer partiailarly winter-burned areas and heavily 
^azed grassland areas. 
Meadowlarks range in small flocks during the early fore­
noon ai»} late aftezmoon. Durlz^ the late forenoon and early 
afternoon they reiwiin inactive in fairly heavy vegetation. 
On days of high tenperatures they rest In daisp lowland areas. 
Meadowlaz^ks cover an extensive area taring each feeding 
period, fhey j^i'ogresst in a scattered ^oup, over the fe«^-
Ing ground by short consecutive flights of individual ^ x^rs 
of the flock. Host of the tiB» is spent aaong the ^nsisses in 
search of food. 
^bte bobvftiite is a close second to the mea^wlark as a 
host to the iaaature stages of the Gulf coast tick. Its 
activity is »ore localised, however, than the Bwadowlark, and 
it is less abundant, i^lthough the activity of this bird is 
centered around swampy areas, its range extez^s well into 
surrotmding upland areas. Its range Is not governed by ^le 
vegetative growth. 
Bobwlaitea range in more or less c<mpact groui>s| consequent­
ly, tl3© area eo'S'ered by a ©ovey Is net extensive* ®ie extent 
of their linear range varies arotmd a imlf mile* They feed 
among grasses in open areas* 
fhe cotton rat lives In btirrows, tinder logs or brush or 
along fence rows where the vegetation is heavy. It hsa long 
runs imder dense vegetatimi and feeds ainong grasses of the 
adjacent areas partictilarly during the early morning and late 
afternoon# 
The fox aqiArrel feeds ohiefly c® pine seeds and spends its 
inactive periods in cypress or other trees growing in simmpy areas, 
^ese separate stations cause the animal to traverse long 
distances through grassland areas from one envlrosaaent to another. 
This anljsal also si^nds considerable time on the grouiwl In seareh 
of food# 
The field sparrow ranges among grasses in seareh of food. 
Clumps of bushes located in grassland areas are the center of 
its activity. 
The towhee is a ground-inhabiting bird that is very active 
in grassland areas interspersed with pal^i^ttos and eltamps of 
bushes. It spends most of its time on the grotmd in underbrush 
with occasional visits to adjacent grassland areas. 
^&e gray squirrel is almost entirely arboreal in nature. 
Hevertheless, it visits the groxmd aromd the bordesrs of wooded 
areas occasionally and makes short runs across grassland areas 
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froBi one wooded seetion to another. 
The house wren is very active among vegetation near the 
grovtnd* It ranges around the bases of Imshes and trees. 
brown thrasher is a mvj active bird that spends 
considerable tin^i on the ground. Its activity is confined 
largely to thickets and wooda with occasional visits to border­
ing grassland. 
The robin spends considerable tisae on the groui^* Its 
activity, i^ever, is confined to denuded areas or those 
covered with very short vegetation. 
^he white-throated sparrow is found on the ground in heavy 
undergrowth* Its scarcity has limited the study of its activity. 
The loggerhead shrike> mockingbird and blue jay make only 
occasional s^sentary visits to grassland areas. 
The roof rat is an inhabitant of buildings. During its 
nocturnal activity it probably strays into nearby gz^ssland 
areas occasionally* 
The hosts of both tbA immture and adult stages» in their 
feeding activity* coiapletely cover the topographical regions 
in which the Sulf coast tick oceuzv. The most ideal i»»st 
interrelationships for the propagation of this species, however» 
occur in the heavily graved or winter-burned upland areas. 
Buminants and meadowlarks are the most important hosts 
in the upland regions. Swine and the bobwhite coz^espond 
in activity to prdMite the existence of this tick in and 
About 8W«rap7 areaa. Other hosts of less iB^jortaaee fill in 
to iMike the relationship between the hosts of the adult stage 
and those of the imature stages even store complete. 
Thm laeadowlark is the most important agent in re­
establishing infestations in winter-burned areas. Its alternat­
ing visits froM rough to winter-burned areas account for the 
reinfestation. 
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CLIMATIC REMIOMSHIP 
Itaaidlfcy and taa^rafciire ai*« the clinatlc factors directly 
influencing the activity, development end survival of the Sulf 
coast tick, feioperature, the pace setter fer activity and 
developisent, has been treated in the text on the life history 
and habits. Consequently, It vill be considered in this 
section only In its relation to humidity, auaddity Is the 
factor essential to the continued existence of this tick. 
Precipitation occurs quite regularly throughout the year 
in southern Georgia, fhe relative humidity at Valdosta, 
Georgia, regained at 100 percent frcm 4 to 8 hours alaost 
every night fro® October, 19S5 to December, 19S6. In cases 
where the relative buaidlty did not reach 100 j^rcent It 
closely approached it. 
The study of climatic conditions and their effects was 
Bade in central south Oeorgia, the atost Inland part of the 
range of the GKilf coast tlek. In this inland region, the 
distribution into the multiple environments and the overlapping 
of the different phases of this tick are important to its 
continued existence thwjugh periods of adversity. It Is 
prohsbly in the lowland areas that this species carries over 
during the most adverse periods. 
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In 7eg«ttttloxi;» th« ©nvlromaent in which ©very fora of th» 
Gulf ooAst tlek lives, a ralativeXy high Imaidity is «aintained 
by th« moisture in the top soil. Frequent rains are assential 
to maintain the moisture in the soil in upland regions 
particularly during periods of high teBiperatures. In lowland 
areas the water letrel is near the surface aM conditions are 
optima for the existenee of this species at all tisies. 
Ttm free pai^sitic forms of all three stages of this 
species can endure Moderately adverse conditions for a reason­
ably long time during the early part of their existence, but a 
aeeond exposure is fatal and they readily succusd) after they 
have lived under optimm conditions for an extended period. 
In studies of engorged feiaales it was found that they 
were not able to reproduce during dry periods. Larvae failed 
to develop fro» two engorged feisales that were placed in an 
outdoor enclosure June IS, 1936. Larvae did not develop from 
another engorged female placed in an outdoor enclosure Jime 19, 
19S6. These females were not disturbed after beir^g placed in 
outdoor enclosures, but the enclosures were observed for laz*val 
activity. IJhis failure to reproduce was due to the dry periods 
that occurred following the placement of the females. These 
dry periods are represented in figure 4. 
fhe tex^nation of some studies on larval longevity in 
closed containers, as has been stated previously, came the 
third week in April, 1936. This ia associated with the drying 
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out of th« soil during the rainless period that occurred at 
that ti»e. 
lArme that hatched in early Aprils 1936, did not survive 
the dry periods that followed in May. Most of the larvae in 
this study perished during the dry period that ©xteijded from 
April 27 to May 10. This study was imde in an outdoor enclosture. 
The incidence of the on ^ adcmlarks as shown In 
figure 5, Illustrates how the incidence of this form dropp^ 
Airing the latter of two c<»isecutive dry periods. ®hie top soil 
in upland regions becoBMS very dry during the latter period, 
^Rie i»rcentage of meadowlarks infested with the nyraph fell 
from 72 percent to 17 percent hetweeoi April 2S and May 12. 
Five birds were collected April 17; four were infested with a 
total of eight nyaiphs. Six birds were collected April 25; 
four were infested with a total of ten nympi». Six birds wer® 
collseted in the same vicinity May 12j only «me bird was in­
fested. It was Infested with four n^siphs In the same state 
of ^agorgei^nt. Mo birds were collected in this sane vicinity 
during the interval between the last two dates. The effect of 
such periods on the survival of the nymph was also confirmed 
In longevity studiss at the laboratory. 
fhe field data of the incidence of the adult on sheep show 
the effect of consecutive dry periods on the existence of the 
free parasitic adult, f'hese data are represented in figure 4 
and tables fX and VXX. fhe dry periods preceding the third 
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week In July, 1936, had no apparent effect on the inactive 
adults. The incidence on sheep made a definite decline, how­
ever, during the succeeding dry period tlmt exteialed froa 
July 23 to SO, Studies in the outdoor enclosures showed a 
corresponding decrease in abundance. 
A study B»de in the laboratory is interesting in respect to 
the survival of adults at coi^ratively low bunidity. Two 
fexaales and two siales were kept at room huaidity which ranged 
between 40 and 60 percent. This study started on Jaafismry 8, 
19S6, On February 24, two of tiie ticks were dead, A third 
had perished by February 27, On liarch 3, the rewining f^ale 
was practically dead. The legs were paralysed in a contracted 
^nc^tion. The tick was able to move the legs only at the 
coxal Joints. In this condition the tick was placed on soist 
sand. It was active and apparently norml the following day. 
The sand on which the female was located was allowed to dry 
out tbe second week in May and the tick ims dead by the 15th 
of that aonth. 
It is apj^rent that the free parasitic adult is able to 
withstand adverse conditions preceding host-seeking activity. 
After activity has begun the resistance to such periods is 
re^rkedly reduced. This assumption was confirawd through 
both laboratory and field studies. 
Through this study it is logical to assume that the 
iBiBiidity in vegetation which is dependent on soil moisture. 
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Is the factor that accounts for tatie restricted diatritoation 
of this species to the region along the seaboard. 
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